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February L,2019

David L. Watson, Chair, City Planning Commission

c/o Jill Wiedrick, Sr, City Planner

Division of Zoning

City Hall- Room 1258

30 Church Street

Rochester, NY 14614

Subject: Highland Hospital Planned Development District

Dear Mr. Watson and Planning Commission Members:

The Highland Park Neighborhood Association (HPNA) is enthusiastic regarding the creation of PD #77

Highland Hospital (M-03-18-19, T-02-18-19). We are pleased with the modifications Highland Hospital

made to the original PD application to address the majority of concerns from our neighborhood. Most of
our requested changes have been reflected in the current PD under consideration at the February 11,

2019 City Planning Commission meeting and we thank Highland Hospital for the changes.

Although we are disappointed by the decision to place a building towering over Bellevue Drive, we

understand that residential-institutional interaction is a challenge in the built-up environment and feel

that Highland Hospital made sacrifices by moving the building away from neighbors.

HPNA continues to be concerned about the screening along Rockingham Street as laid out in the final

text. We are not sure that an adequate solution can be codified, and in fact could end up with

something we regret. lnstead, we will seek vigorous enforcement of this screening code through the

code enforcement process and expect that Highland Hospital will continue to work with HPNA in good

faith to address neighborhood concerns regarding the screening of views into the property from

Rockingham Street.

The only additional concern we would like addressed is the revised text regarding transparency. The

revised text submitted for Planning Commission recommendation adds a requirementfar 2A%

transparency throughout the site from 2-8 feet high. We are concerned that as written, it conceivably

allows for 20-feet of windows (such as an open lobby) followed by 80-feet of blank wall. Also, due to
slope of South and Mt Vernon Avenues, measuring 2-8 feet from the ground may not be the best way to
look at this particular site. As the pictures below show, the line of windows creates pleasant sight lines

that help give Mt. Vernon an urban pedestrian feel. This is despite portions of solid wall between 2-8

feet where the slope of the hill comes into play. lt also softens the institutional facade and gives it a

more residential/apartment look and feel when facing the R-1 zoned single-family houses.
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Based on the above, we request that zoning code be revised to make the existing window lines on Mt.

Vernon Ave become a requirement of future development. We also ask that this requirement be

extended to any building on Rockingham St. Our suggestion is to consider language similar to that found

in existing CCD code:
. S120-70.F.(2Xa)[1]: Buildings shall maintain the alignment of horizontaI elements of adjacent

existing buildings
o 9120-70.F.(zXa)[3]: The facade shall be composed to exhibit a vertically aligned fenestration

pattern

. 5120-70.F.(2Xa)[8]: Facade lighting shall conform to lllumination Engineers Society of North

America (IESNA) guidelines. No floodlighting is permitted [this is to avoid light pollution on the
streetl

20% transpa rency (LA% with screening) requirement is adequate for South Ave and Bellevue frontages,

however we request an additional requirement that transparency be well-distributed along the building.

HPNA and Highland Hospital meet monthly and continue to have a productive dialogue that openly

addresses the needs of our neighborhood and the needs for progressive development of the hospital so

that Highland Hospital can continue to successfully serve the City of Rochester now and into the future.

HPNA appreciates this dialogue and looks forward to continued good relations between our two
organizations.

Thank you for taking the time to consider this letter, HPNA respectfully asks the City Planning

Commission to consider our above comments when making the recommendation of PD #L7 Highland

Hospital to City Council.

Sincerely,

4o*orrtnor/-*rn 
^d-

Roxanne Townsend

Chair, Highland Park Neighborhood Association
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Mt Vernon Av looking North {Downhill) Mt. Vernon Av looking South (Uphill)


